Optimizing plant adenine base editor systems by modifying the transgene selection system.
Classical CRISPR-Cas systems introduce a DNA double-strand break (DSB) at target genomic loci. In plant, DSBs are typically repaired through the error-prone nonhomologous end joining (NHEJ) pathway and result in small InDels (Chen et al., 2019). Recently, base editors (BEs), including cytosine BEs (CBEs) and adenine BEs (ABEs), were developed to introduce precise nucleotide substitutions by combining the CRISPR-Cas system with engineered nucleotide deaminases (Gaudelli et al., 2017; Komor et al., 2016). These BEs enable precise conversions between A∙T and G∙C pairs in the eukaryotic genome without introducing DSBs.